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Abstract
Territorial belonging and territorial attractiveness are elements of strategic relevance for development at various levels. Therefore, territorial identity is relevant for building the social capital so useful during the processes of development and territorial planning. The concern about territorial identity and development is part of the same trend that occurred in the academic and political environment after the 1990s, when it became obvious that there was a strong connection between these and environmental, social and economic well-being. This special issue hosts the results of original empirical and theoretical scientific research on territorial identity and its relation to sustainable development.

This special issue proposes a discussion about territorial identity from the perspective of sustainable development. Without discussing in detail the relationship between the two concepts, we want to illustrate the relationship between the different dimensions of territorial identity that are part of the general picture of sustainability and reflect the degree of territorial insertion of new approaches to development, less intrusive and friendlier with the environment and with the human society.

Qualitative and quantitative analyses allow for some reflection on the general context and the more or less sustainable future of development. The notion of territorial identity has a multitude of meanings, ranging from simple terms such as “uniqueness”, “singularity”, “authenticity” and going to “traditional versus modern”, “accessible versus isolated”, etc. (Roca and Roca, 2007). In the context of increasingly frequent correlations between economic progress, limited natural resources and environmental issues (Istrate, Horea-Şerban and Bănică, 2019), territorial identity has become a hot topic for both researchers and decision-makers, being considered a driver of long-term stable economic development, able to reconcile economic growth and sustainable development at local and regional level (Banini, 2017, 2021; Banini and Ilovan, 2021; Haartsen, Groote and Huigen, 2000).

The assertion and capitalisation of territorial identity will be the key factors for increasing the efficiency of using local and regional potential in the
coming years, so the focus of current European policies is on the need to preserve local / regional identity while implementing development strategies leading to economic, smart, inclusive, and sustainable growth. The capitalisation of the local cultural identity is starting to become a useful tool in creating new job-generating activities and an element of attractiveness for both locals and potential investors.

Sustainable development presupposes, as a necessary (but not sufficient) condition, the maintenance of a balance between the three basic components that form the territorial identity (Roca and Mourão, 2004): socio-cultural elements (rural heritage, urban historic centres, tourism, local cultures, public spaces), the socio-economic elements (creation of new jobs, education, entrepreneurial spirit, presence of secondary residences, aged population, rural-urban inequality, social crises and conflicts), as well as the technical-economic ones (new communication and information technologies, organic farming, traditional agriculture, water pollution). The problem is to determine which characteristics of territorial identity must be consolidated, diversified, developed or, conversely, preserved, so as to become pillars of sustainable development, in relation to the objectives of local or regional proposals (Roca and Roca, 2007).

Finally, we can mention that “the concept of territorial identity can be regarded, then, as the collective recognition of an intricate meshing of characteristics and components specific to a given social fabric, unique to the inhabitants of a spatial unit and determined by its particular resources and the environmental, political institutional, economic and sociocultural dimensions” (Luíz de Miranda and Adib, 2007, p. 43).

The articles included in this special issue aim at drawing the relationship between territorial identity and sustainable development following two distinct directions: on the one hand, the problems generated by the recent expansion of rural and urban settlements (territorial identity and secondary housing in rural areas, peri-urban expansion and alteration of the territorial identity), and on the other hand, are targeted a series of economic activities that can influence the identity of the place (lignite extraction, organic farming, adaptation of tourism to new societal requirements, emergence and functioning of bioregions).

Two articles focus on the recent development of human settlements, highlighting the spatial and social implications of this phenomenon. The first of these is written by Ioana Alexandra Ciuple, who discusses the expansion of secondary housing in the Apuseni Nature Park area, which contributes to the fundamental change of the environment and the contemporary rural landscape, not always with positive effects. Determining the spatial models of secondary housing location according to the characteristics of the local environment (land cover, altitude, climate, management system for protected areas) and other social aspects (tourism, old settlements), using the Principal Components Analysis (PCA), led to identification of no less than nineteen types of rural landscapes. The author’s approach can come to the aid of local decision makers, those who would train to develop an integrated and sustainable spatial planning (Ciupe, 2021).

In the second article, Oliver-Valentin Dinter and Lucian Roșu analyse the problems generated by the uncontrolled, rapid and chaotic development of the peri-urban areas of large cities, carrying out a case study on Iași/Jassy, a big city in the eastern part of Romania. Urban sprawl, often seen as indicating economic growth and a possible response to the housing crisis in large cities (Roșu, Istrate and Bâncic, 2018), can become a source of conflict generated by falling prices for existing housing by inserting new collective or individual housing complexes. The aspects mentioned above were analysed by the authors by calculating an index of conflict triggers. The results suggest that, although theoretically, through proper urban planning, the expansion of suburbs can generate a sense of belonging to the community, improving territorial identity and social cohesion, in the case of Iași/Jassy, lack of planning and adequate infrastructure increase segregation and conflicts within the community (Dinter and Roșu, 2021).

As author Kinga Xénia Havadi-Nagy points out in her article, rural development policies and strategies should also include issues related to the ecological, cultural and social services that farms can currently provide. One of the successful initiatives that tend to expand more and more in Romania is represented by alternative food networks, an expression of recognising the benefits that small-scale, less intensive and more diversified agriculture brings. Although alternative food networks are promoted through websites and social networking platforms, institutional and political support is needed to enable them to become a sustainable and effective tool for rural development (Havadi-Nagy, 2021).

An interesting correlation between two very current concepts, the aging population and the ability of the hospitality industry to adapt, innovate and respond to the new demographic challenges of the society is made by Ana-Maria Taloș et al. The aging of the population, by prolonging the life period and continuously gathering numerous old age generations, can be considered one of the most profound social changes today because it is the result of many processes that manifest over a longer period. Unlike Western European countries that had become prosperous before the clear manifestation of population aging trends, Romania runs the risk of having an aging population demographically without truly experiencing large-scale
economic prosperity. However, concepts such as silver economy policies and active aging are becoming more widespread, in light of the newly designed EU policies. Even if the difference in income and education level influences preferences and sets limitations in terms of recreational activities and leisure tourism among the elderly, well-personalised and tailored vacation packages would help strengthen an active old age, with all the benefits that flow from it (Talos et al., 2021).

Local identity and attachment to the places can be disrupted by the implementation of economic activities, especially when it comes to open-cast lignite mining. Iwona Markuszewska’s article shows that fossil fuels are not only the most important industrial sources of air pollution in the European Union, but also that their exploitation can influence the life of local communities, when they interfere with agricultural areas and the proper conduct of traditional activities (Markuszewska, 2021).

The article that closes this special issue discusses the role of information and communication technology (ICT) in the creation of bioregions. The authors, Adrian-Daniel Muntean, Remus-Adrian Caranfil and Oana-Ramona Ilovan, show that the demand for organic/eco food of cities, as well as fertile soil, created the premise for starting many eco/biocertified farms and enterprises, even if in Romania there is inequality at the regional level in terms of the number of sustainable practices. Thus, the authors note that the eastern regions are less involved in the development of bioregions, while the west of the country and especially areas near important urban centres are favoured, and a higher concentration of population is not correlated with a higher number of sustainable practices in this field (Muntean, Caranfil and Ilovan 2021).

To conclude, the territorial approach is a strategic dimension of the process of planning and implementation of public policies under conditions in which “as a strategy for public policies, typologies based on territorial identity make it possible, based on the convergence of interests of the social actors and public agents, to objectively orient sustainable rural development actions in a given space” (Luiz de Miranda and Adih, 2007, p. 43).

We hope that each of the articles included in this special issue represents a step forward in highlighting the many facets of the link between the concepts of territorial identity and sustainable development and in emphasising the importance of reconstituting local identity in all its dimensions.
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